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(FNPF) model, applied to simulating strongly nonlinear
interactions (i.e., induced motion and forces) between
wave induced flows and a submerged body
representing a WEC section, slackly moored on the
ocean floor. The present model is an extension of Grilli
et al.'s two-dimensional (2D) FNPF Boundary Element
Model (BEM), which has been developed over the past
20 years to simulate the processes of wave generation,
propagation and interaction with structures, as well as
dissipation through breaking or absorption in a
numerical beach [2-4]. The present work focuses on the
nonlinear interactions of a cylindrical, rigid structure
with monochromatic periodic waves.

1.

2.

Abstract
This work is concerned with the development of
advanced numerical tools to model the two-way
fully nonlinear interactions between ocean surface
waves and a submerged structure undergoing large
amplitude motions. The final aim is to apply these
developments to model the behaviour of certain
Wave Energy Converters (WECs) which involve
submerged oscillating bodies, such as the CETO
system, for instance.

Introduction

Mathematical Formulation
1.1 Overview of the NWT

In recent years there has been a renewed interest in
using oceanic renewable energy and, in particular,
wave energy. Many types of Wave Energy Converters
(WECs) have been proposed for this purpose, of which
a number have been constructed and tested. Some types
of so-called point-absorber WECs are designed to
harvest the wave-induced motion of oscillating
submerged bodies (see, e.g., the CETO system [1]).
These bodies can be quite close to the free surface and
may undergo large amplitude motion.
In these situations, numerical models based on
assuming small amplitude motions of either the free
surface waves, the body dynamics, or both, may not
properly represent the dynamics of the coupled system.
The present study is aimed at developing a numerical
model that will solve two-way nonlinear body-wave
interactions, which could then be applied to simulating
WEC behaviour in real (irregular) sea-states. As a first
step in this project, we implement and validate a twodimensional (2D) model of a horizontal submerged
cylinder.
The numerical simulations detailed here are
performed using a Fully Nonlinear Potential Flow

Figure 1: Sketch of computational domain Ω(t) and its
boundaries.

Equations for the two-dimensional FNPF model are
briefly presented below. The velocity potential is used
to describe inviscid, irrotational flows in the vertical
plane (x, z) and the velocity is defined by
u = ∇φ = (u, w).
The continuity equation in the fluid domain Ω(t)
with boundary Г(t) is a Laplace's equation for the
potential (Fig. 1),
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On the free surface Гf(t), φ satisfies the kinematic
and dynamic boundary conditions, respectively,

Following Cointe (1989, [6]), Grilli and Svendsen
(1990, [7]), Van Daalen (1993, [8]), or Tanizawa
(1995, [9]), a Neumann condition on ∂2φ/∂t∂n is
imposed at the body boundary:

where r is the position vector on the free surface, g the
gravitational acceleration, z the vertical coordinate, pa
the pressure at the free surface, and ρ the fluid density.
Along the stationary bottom Гb, the no-flow condition
is prescribed as,

&& , θ& are respectively the solid acceleration of
where, α
the point of the body boundary and the rotational
velocity of the body. 1/R is the local curvature of the
boundary. n and s are the local normal and tangential
vectors. These conditions (Eqs. 5 and 6) are similar to
the conditions imposed for the generation of waves by
a flap wavemaker [4-5]. Various results are presented
in a later section for a submerged circular cylinder in
purely vertical motion and then in circular motion in a
wave field.

On the leftward boundary of the NWT, Гr1, periodic
or irregular waves are generated by an oscillating
piston or flap wavemaker. An exact wave generation
for periodic progressive waves based on the
streamfunction wave theory can also be specified, with
a zero-mass flux condition. On the rightward side of the
tank, an absorbing beach (AB) is implemented to
reduce wave reflection from the far end boundary Гr2.
Details about generation and absorption of waves in the
model can be found in [4]. A specific boundary
condition is applied on the rigid body boundary Гc,
described in the next section.

1.3 Freely Moving Body
When no motion is imposed on the body, the
problem to be solved is referred to as a freely-moving
&& is not a
body problem. In this case, the acceleration α
priori known, which implies that Eq. 6 cannot be used
directly as a boundary condition to solve the Laplace
problem for ∂φ/∂t. Furthermore, α& in Eq. 5 needs to be
solved as part of a coupled fluid-structure problem, in
which equations for the fluid motion must be solved in
combination with those for the rigid body motion.
Assuming a body of mass M and mass moment of
inertia I about its center of mass, the dynamic equations
governing the body motion read:

Laplace’s equation (Eq. 1) is transformed into a
Boundary Integral Equation (BIE), using Green's
second identity, and solved by a BEM. Free surface
boundary conditions (Eqs. 2 and 3) are marched in time
based on two second-order Taylor series expansions
expressed in terms of a time step ∆t and of the
Lagrangian time derivative, D/Dt, for φ and r. Detailed
expressions for the Taylor series are given in [2]. A
detailed account of the 2D-FNPF and a review of
applications to date can also be found in [5].

In Eqs. 7-8, &x& is the body center of mass
acceleration, &θ& is the solid body angular acceleration
about the center of mass, Fext represents any kind of
applied external force that essentially damps the body
motion (e.g., mooring, power take-off etc.), r is the
position of a point on the body boundary with respect
to the center of mass and z is the vertical upward unit
vector. Finally, pressure p along the body boundary is
given by the (nonlinear) Bernoulli equation:

This two-dimensional NWT was recently modified to
take into account the presence of a rigid body. Two
situations are successively considered: (i) the case of a
body in prescribed clockwise circular orbital motion
and (ii) the case of a body undergoing “free” motion
(under the effects of various forces applied to it).
1.2 Body in Prescribed Motion
When the body motion is specified, the boundary
condition on the body surface is simply expressed as a
Neumann condition for the potential:

The main difficulty in computing this pressure is that
both ∂φ/∂t and ∂2φ/∂t∂n are unknown at any given time
along Гc, since these depend on the motion of the body.

where α& is the velocity of points on the body
boundary, which is known when the motion of the body
is prescribed.
Since a second BIE is solved for (∂φ/∂t, ∂2φ/∂t∂n),
another condition is needed to solve for ∂φ/∂t.

Several strategies, briefly presented by Koo in [10],
have been proposed to overcome this: (i) a mode
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decomposition method, (ii) an iterative method, (iii) an
indirect method and (iv) an implicit method. The
implicit method proposed by Van Daalen (1993, [8])
and Tanizawa (1995, [9]) is selected here, as no
iterations are required and there is no need to introduce
any artificial potential. In this method, we use the
integral relationship between ∂φ/∂t and ∂2φ/∂t∂n on Γc,
based on Eqs. 7-9:

values. Note that the time step is fixed by the
hydrodynamic solver.

3. Prescribed Clockwise Circular Motion
of a Cylinder
The radiation problem of a submerged circular
cylinder undertaking large amplitude motion in still
water was analytically solved by Wu (1993, [12]), with
no approximation on the cylinder boundary condition
but with linearised free surface conditions. Wu wrote
the potential in terms of a multipole expansion and
computed the vertical hydrodynamic force exerted on a
cylinder (radius R) in a large-amplitude circular motion
(amplitude C).

in which the kernel function K(x,ξ) is regular and
symmetric, and only depends on the body geometry
(i.e., is valid for all times):

The wave number generated by the cylinder
oscillations was related to the frequency of motion, as
predicted by the linear dispersion relation in infinite
depth k = ω2/g. Starting from a free surface at rest, for a
clockwise motion of the cylinder, waves are generated
only in the rightward direction (Fig. 2).

For 2D problems, we further express γ(x) as:

with ν a local quantity defined as:

Figure 2: Successive snapshots (t/T=4.40, t/T=4.49,
t/T=4.62) of waves generated by the clockwise circular
motion of a cylinder (C/R=1.75, kR=0.5).

Wu computed the harmonics of the vertical and
horizontal hydrodynamic forces for different
amplitudes of motion and one frequency (kR = 0.5),
and decomposed the non-dimensional vertical force in
a Fourier series:

Eq. 10 provides an extra BIE, which is discretised on
the body boundary Γc using the BEM elements.
Following Van Daalen (1993), at any given time, after
solving for φ, the extra BIE (Eq. 10) is added to the
matrix of the second BIE problem for ∂φ/∂t, so that the
number of equations equals the number of unknowns.
The new linear system is solved using the direct
Kaletsky elimination technique [2].
Eqs. 7-8 are then time-integrated, and the position
and velocity of the center of mass of the body are
updated to the next time step. Various schemes have
been considered and compared for simplified model
equations (mechanical oscillator). Based on these tests,
a Newmark scheme was retained (given here for Eq. 7):

Numerical simulations were performed in a flume of
water of depth d = 3 m and length L = 20 m, with an
absorbing beach over the last 7 m. A cylinder of radius
R = 0.1 m is placed 5 m away from the left boundary at
zc = –3R under the undisturbed free surface and is
moved on a circular path with a rotational speed ω and
radius C. The hypothesis of infinite depth made by Wu
is verified in our simulations, with kd = 5. In the BEM,
200 nodes are used on the free surface and 80 on the
cylinder; here, simulations lasted for about 15 periods.

Parameters were selected as γ = 1/2 and β = 1/4,
corresponding to the so-called Average Acceleration
Method (1959, [11]). As this scheme is implicit ( &x& n+1 is
unknown), iterations are required. Time extrapolations
based on the values of the hydrodynamic pressure
forces at the five previous time steps are used as initial

The mean non-dimensional forces are plotted in Fig.
3a, followed by the first and second harmonics of these
forces in Figs. 3b and 3c.
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Figure 4: Vertical (full line) and horizontal (dashed line)
hydrodynamic forces exerted on the cylinder – kR=0.5 and
C/R=1.75.

4.

A Submerged Cylinder in Free Motion

In the previous section, we verified that our model
reproduced the well-known property that a submerged
cylinder undergoing forced circular motion acts as a
unidirectional wavemaker. By reversing this process,
one might easily envision that, in a wave field, a
cylinder suitably constrained by anchors and power
take-off systems (e.g., represented by equivalent
springs and dash pots), would act as an efficient wave
energy absorber, that would have the potential to
become an element of a Wave Energy Converter
(WEC).
Actually, quite a large body of research exists along
these lines, which focuses on harnessing wave power
based on oscillating/rotating submerged bodies. One
famous example is the so-called “Bristol cylinder”,
introduced and studied in the 1980s by Evans and his
collaborators [14], which will serve as a realistic test
case for our model.
Hence, we consider the motion of a submerged
circular cylinder, under regular waves, and compare
our numerical results to the first-order (linear) solution
from Evans et al. (1979). Assuming a mass M per unit
length, the wave-induced motion x of the cylinder
center of mass, from its initial resting position xini, is
governed by:

Figure 3: Mean non-dimensional forces (a), first (b) and
second (c) harmonics of non-dimensional forces computed by
BEM and compared to Wu’s linear theory, for 8 orbital radius
with kR=0.5.

These figures show a good agreement on both
horizontal and vertical forces with Wu's results for
amplitudes of motion below C/R = 1. Nonlinear effects
play a significant role beyond this limit, as shown on
the vertical force (Fig. 4). This is due to the close
proximity of the free surface, especially when the
cylinder reaches the top of its orbit.

where Fh is the wave-induced hydrodynamic force and
(k0, d0) are the spring stiffness and damping constant
respectively, selected identical in x and z directions,
and specified as a function of a “tuning” angular
frequency ω0 = 2πf0 as:

Kent and Choi (2007, [13]) also compared the results
of their NWT, based on the HOS method, to Wu's
analytical results. Unfortunately they did not go beyond
a C/R = 0.6 amplitude of motion, for which nonlinear
effects do not clearly manifest themselves.

where aii(ω0) and bii(ω0) are the (linear) added mass and
wave radiative damping of the submerged cylinder
respectively, at the tuning frequency.
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Overall, this application confirms the aptitude of our
model for simulating large wave-induced motions of
“freely-moving” submerged bodies. This also
represents a first realistic application on the way to
model the dynamics of submerged WECs, the long
term goal of the present research project.

Evans et al. (1979) showed that, under those
conditions and within the linear approximation, the
tuned cylinder describes a circle of radius C, under the
action of regular waves of angular frequency ω and
amplitude A:

where aii(ω) and bii(ω) are the (linear) added-mass and
the wave radiative damping respectively, at frequency
ω.
We simulate one of the configurations studied by
Evans et al. (1979), namely a neutrally buoyant circular
cylinder of radius R = 0.05 m, whose center is initially
at a submergence depth zc = –0.0625 m (i.e., there is
1.25 cm of water on top of the cylinder), in depth
d = 0.60 m.
The “tuning” frequency is f0 = 1.65 Hz. In order to
favourably compare model results with those of the
linear theory, we utilise the lowest wave amplitude
used by Evans et al., namely A/R = 0.033, and
successively run the model for 8 incident wave
frequencies, over the interval [1 Hz; 2 Hz].

Figure 6: Radius of the circular path of the center of mass:
linear theory by Evans et al. (dashed line). The tuning
frequency corresponds to kR=0.55. Symbols refer to the
minimum, average and maximum values of the simulated
path over one period (full line).

Fig. 5 shows the simulated cylinder trajectory, for
one of the selected frequencies. Once a steady-state is
reached, after a ramp-up period from the initial state of
rest, the center of mass of the cylinder follows a nearly
circular pathline (shown in the figure). This circular
motion remains stable thereafter. This behaviour is also
observed for all other frequencies.

A 2D FNPF numerical wave model was extended to
include a submerged horizontal cylinder, of arbitrary
cross-section. The mathematical problem was
formulated and then numerically solved for the case of
a freely-moving body. An exact coupling strategy
(which hence does not require iterations) was
implemented, based on the implicit BIE method
proposed by Van Daalen (1993) and Tanizawa (1995).

5.

Conclusion

In our implementation of this method, the dynamic
equations of body motion were marched in time with a
Newmark scheme. The model was applied to simulate a
freely-moving cylinder, representing an idealized
WEC, with comparison to the results from a linear
model.
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